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InfoPro is a free-form information manager that aims to
provide you with the perfect blend between what a database
manager and a word processor would offer you, in one single

package. User-friendly task manager with a streamlined
workflow In other words, InfoPro is a piece of software
created to help better organize tasks by offering you the

means to handle pieces of data from to-do lists all the way up
to complex notes. The application follows a simple and

surprise-free installation process, while its usage resembles
standard word processors and should not pose any kind of
difficulty, even for users with little computer experience.

Every feature you need to keep organized can be found in the
toolbar The utility's main window offers you direct access to
most of the app's features, many of them found on the all-

encompassing toolbar. While most features are within arm's
reach, working for long periods with this app could prove to
be a bit tiring for your eyes, as its interface might seem a bit

cluttered and its icons a tad too small. As far as its word
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processing capabilities are concerned, you should not be
worried, as InfoPro packs almost everything you would need
from an app of this sort. You can format your text in a bunch

of different ways, add tables, edit fonts and even add
metadata. Packs word processing and basic database

management features In addition, the utility also comes with
a syntax highlighting engine, support for extensive bullets and

numbering, as well as the ability to embed OLE objects.
Also, InfoPro makes it possible for you to define your own

page settings, compress your files into ZIP archives for
backup and restore your information using them. Besides its
obvious word processing functionality, InfoPro comes with

integrated file search, print preview with PDF support,
extensive import facilities and basic picture editing

capabilities. A very approachable and quite different
information manager As a conclusion, InfoPro is a

streamlined and efficient piece of software that aims to break
free from the pattern of most apps of this sort by providing

database management capabilities and word processing
features, alongside an open environment that does not limit
you in any way. InfoPro 24.3 Crack With License Key Free

Download [Full Version] InfoPro Crack is a top notch
software in the field of management of documents,It's a free
application to store data.where you can manage any type of
data like documents,presentations,videos etc.Let's make a

look to its key features: Information manager in
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InfoPro Latest

InfoPro is a comprehensive free-form information manager
that aims to provide you with the perfect blend between what
a database manager and a word processor would offer you, in

one single package. User-friendly task manager with a
streamlined workflow In other words, InfoPro is a piece of

software created to help better organize tasks by offering you
the means to handle pieces of data from to-do lists all the

way up to complex notes. The application follows a simple
and surprise-free installation process, while its usage

resembles standard word processors and should not pose any
kind of difficulty, even for users with little computer

experience. Every feature you need to keep organized can be
found in the toolbar The utility's main window offers you
direct access to most of the app's features, many of them

found on the all-encompassing toolbar. While most features
are within arm's reach, working for long periods with this app

could prove to be a bit tiring for your eyes, as its interface
might seem a bit cluttered and its icons a tad too small. As far
as its word processing capabilities are concerned, you should

not be worried, as InfoPro packs almost everything you
would need from an app of this sort. You can format your
text in a bunch of different ways, add tables, edit fonts and

even add metadata. Packs word processing and basic database
management features In addition, the utility also comes with
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a syntax highlighting engine, support for extensive bullets and
numbering, as well as the ability to embed OLE objects.

Also, InfoPro makes it possible for you to define your own
page settings, compress your files into ZIP archives for

backup and restore your information using them. Besides its
obvious word processing functionality, InfoPro comes with

integrated file search, print preview with PDF support,
extensive import facilities and basic picture editing

capabilities. A very approachable and quite different
information manager As a conclusion, InfoPro is a

streamlined and efficient piece of software that aims to break
free from the pattern of most apps of this sort by providing

database management capabilities and word processing
features, alongside an open environment that does not limit
you in any way. InfoPro Review: By Alex - October 27th,
2017 InfoPro is a comprehensive free-form information
manager that aims to provide you with the perfect blend
between what a database manager and a word processor

would offer you, in one single package. User-friendly task
manager with a streamlined workflow In other words, Info
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What's New In InfoPro?

InfoPro is a professional, easy to use and powerful free to use
information manager. InfoPro supports item organization
tasks such as to-do list, project list, notes, contacts, schedule,
and many others. InfoPro also supports “Notebook” as a
powerful note editor based on content-oriented personal
information manager. Welome to InfoPro! A free,
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professional, easy to use information manager. InfoPro
supports document based organization, note management,
task management, contact management and more.
Information management with InfoPro is extremely easy. Just
start a new document and start typing. Enter your personal
organization system, add a new category, and create your
unique information paths. InfoPro is tailored to your business
needs. To-do lists, contacts, project lists, and notes are just
the beginning. A Notebook that can remember your
information in an easy-to-read and easy-to-edit content-
oriented format. Learn how to use and customize this
professional information manager. InfoPro can be used on
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8.
InfoPro requires a Microsoft.Net Framework 2.0 or higher to
function properly. Important Please do not be alarmed by the
example PDF screenshots. It’s not to be used for commercial
purposes. Simply to demonstrate what you’ll get in InfoPro. If
you have any questions or problems, contact us at
support@infopro.com Full version is available only in demo
or trial mode. Statement What's New in This Release:
Version 1.0.3 (November 13, 2015): - Support Windows 8.1-
Bug fix: could not open “Notes” using mouse- Bug fix: did
not create shortcuts when the default settings were changed-
Bug fix: did not show “Edit Mode” next to the selected text
item when clicking on the “…” button- Bug fix: could not
add a notes item with a blank value in the value of the Notes
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node when the add item dialog was first opened- Bug fix:
when attaching a picture that had been accidentally removed
from a page, the newly added picture could not be moved on
the current page- Bug fix: could not move a picture to a
different notebook or edit a picture in a different notebook-
Bug fix: the form on the “Recent” tab could
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System Requirements For InfoPro:

Broadcast-ready video and audio via HDMI or using an
optional FireWire port. Broadcast-ready audio only via
optical port. Integrated HD camera. Programmable multi-
function remote control. Web browser required to view web-
based programs. An internet connection is required to access
web-based applications. An auxiliary input, such as a USB
port, is required to connect USB peripherals. USB power
port. Wall or desk-mount power outlet.
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